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The Deception of Allah is about The faith of Islam The name of this book is taken from Qur'an 3:54,

which says, "plus they deceived and Allah deceived and Allah is the best of deceivers." V1 exposes

some of the claims of Muslims about the Qur'an and scientific miracles, but In V 2 of the book

covers the rest of it. The book is made to be a powerful tool in your hand to prevent any kind of

deception can come to you or your family. Muslims are trying to spread Islam all over USA and the

rest of the world by deception, using the ignorance of the Western regarding Islam, and Arabic

language, imagine your son or daughter coming back from school and telling you I became a

Muslim, I'm sure you don't want this to happen to your house and your family, and the best way to

prevent it is education, this book is nothing more than masterpiece of education,every page in this

book come with the actual text and sources with real translation, with no Political Correctness and

the Totalitarian Mentality,"The Deception of Allah Volume I" addresses the things you need to know

about Islam, basing its information on citations and quotes from accepted Islamic sources. The

author shoots down one myth and misconception after another by revealing exactly what the

Qur'an, Sunnah and Tafsirs (commentaries) say about each subject. The author is a native Arabic

speaker He got a degree in Islamic Law (Sharia Law) & Civil Law. Which make him qualified to be a

Judge in Islamic court,who has intimate knowledge of the foundational Islamic texts. He uses this

knowledge to address an expansive list of topics representing typical questions or myths about

Islam. The coverage of each topic includes explanation and specific relevant quotes from Islamic

sources. "The Deception of Allah" is a must read for anyone wanting to understand Islam and its

relevance to western civilization.
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I ordered this book because I believed the allah that muslims say is the same God as Christians

was in fact satan! The author Christian Prince of The Deception of Allah has proven that allah is Not

the same God!The format of this book was amazing!It leads you to believe the Author Christian

Prince not only knows what he is speaking about but could of lived through it. The book is very

informative with verses in arabic and translations equiped with links. I found the links were very

helpful. The links also show that the author has the proof of what he is teaching! I say teaching

because Christian Prince speaks as a teacher in this book "The Deception of Allah"One of allah's 99

names is "the best Deceiver" one of satan's names is "the Master of Deceit" This alone should tell

everyone that the allah in islam is Not the same God as Christians!"I will instill terror into the hearts

of the unbelievers: smite ye above their necks and smite all their fingertips off them." Qur'an 8:12

Why would a so called"Loving God" instill terror and fear" Fear comes from satan not God!IF allah is

so Loving as muslims would like you to believe why does he have to Force you to believe? Jesus

said "Come Just As You Are" Jesus never said kill them if they do not believe while allah said to kill

all nonbelievers? Jesus said to spread the good news (Gospel) and if they reject the good news to

brush the dust off of your feet then move on. Jesus Never said to kill anyone who would not accept

His free gift of salvation!There is no salvation in islam to muslims! allah tells you in surah 104 he(

allah) is in hell personally kindling hells fire Sura 19:71 every Muslim will go to HellIF allah is all

knowing why does he only know one language-arabic?
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